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Abstract 
For every 2-connected graph G with circumference  there are c bonds Bt,B2 . . . . .  B, of G 
such that every edge of G lies in at least two of them. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Introduction 
E 
An edge cut K = [X,X] of a graph G is the set of edges of G with one end in X 
and the other in X = V(G) \X ;  an edge cut K = [X,X] of a connected graph G is a 
bond if the subgraphs of G induced by X and by X are connected. The circumference 
of a graph G is the length of the longest cycles of G. 
In [3] Pou-Lin Wu proved that if G is a 2-connected graph with circumference c,
then cc' ~>2]E(G) I, where c' is the size of the largest bonds of G. in this note we 
prove the following stronger esult from which the same inequality can be obtained. 
Theorem 1. I f  G is a 2-connected 9raph with circum[erence c, then there are c bonds 
Bi, B2 . . . . .  B~ o f  G, not neeessarily different, such that every edfle o f  G lies in at least 
two o f  them. 
We consider graphs with multiple edges but with no loops. Wherever possible, wc 
use the terminology and notation given in [1]. In particular if e is an edge of a graph 
G, then G e denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge e and G • e 
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denotes the graph obtained from G by contracting the edge e to a single vertex. 
A block is a connected graph with no cut vertices. 
2. Preliminary results 
In [2], Tutte proved that if M is a connected matroid and e an element of  M, then 
at least one of  the matroids M\e  or M/e is also connected. We shall use the following 
graph theory variation. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a block and C be a cycle of G. For each edge e of G not in C, 
at least one of the graphs G-  e or G • e is a block in which C is a cycle. 
Proof. I f  both ends of  e lie in C, then G - e is a block in which C is a cycle. And 
if  e is not a chord of  C, then C is a cycle in both graphs G - e and G • e; by Tutte's 
result, at least one of them is a block. [] 
Lemma 3 (Wu [3]). I f  G is a 2-connected graph with circumference c~>4, then G 
has a bond that meets, in at least two edges, every cycle of G with length c and 
every cycle of G with length c -  1. 
In our proofs we only use the case where c is even, for which Wu's  proof is 
considerably shorter. 
3. Main results 
Let C = Wl, w 2 . . . . .  W2r be an even cycle of  a graph G; two edges wiwi+ 1 and wjwj+l 
are opposite edges of  C i f  ]j - i I = r. A set of  bonds of  a graph G cover the edges 
of  G i f  each edge of  G lies in at least one of  these bonds. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a block with circumference c = 2r. For every cycle C of G 
with length c, there are r different bonds BI,B2 . . . . .  Br of G that cover the edges of G 
and such that for i = 1,2 .. . . .  r, the bond Bi meets C in exactly two edges which are 
opposite edges of C. 
Proof. If  r = 1, then G is a graph with exactly two vertices for which the theorem 
clearly holds. We proceed by induction assuming the result is valid for every block 
with circumference 2( r -  1). 
Let G be a block with circumference 2r ~>4 and let C = ul, u2 . . . .  , Ur, Vl, V2,..., Vr be 
a cycle of  G with length 2r. Let T be any spanning tree of  G containing the path 
Ul, u2 . . . . .  ur, Vl, v2 . . . . .  v~ and let B~ be the set of  edges of G with one end in each of  
the two connected components of  T - u~vl. Clearly Br is a bond of  G and it meets C 
in the edges v~ul and UrVl, which are opposite edges of C. In the proof of  Lemma 3, 
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Pou-Lin Wu described the bond B~ and showed that it meets, in at least two edges, 
every cycle of  G with length c and every cycle of  G with length c - 1; for the sake 
of completeness, we include a proof here. 
Since G is a block with circumference c and C has length c, any cycle of G with 
length c or c -  1 must have at least two vertices in common with C. Let D be a 
cycle of G with length at least c -  l and let X C V(G) be such that B,. = [X,X] with 
{vl,v2 . . . . .  v,.} cx .  
Suppose D has no edges in B~; without loss of  generality we may assume V(D)c  X.  
Let i=  min{k: vk E V(D)} and j = max{k: vk E V(D)}; because of the above, /;g and 
v/ are different vertices of  G. Let P be the longest path, contained in D, joining vi and 
v~ and let Q be the longest path, contained in C, joining v~ and t!i; by the choice of 
i and j, PuQ is a cycle of  G. Clearly P has length at least I½(c -  1)1 - - r  and Q 
has length at least ½(c+ l ) - - r+  1, therefore PuQ has length at least 2 r+ 1 c+ 1 
which is a contradiction. 
Let G ~ be the graph, obtained from G by contracting all edges with ends v,. and 
ul and all edges with ends u,. and v~. The graph G' is a block that contains the 
cycle C' =ul ,u2 . . . . .  u,. l ,vl,v2 . . . . .  v,.-i, which is obtained from C by contracting the 
edges v,.ul and u,.vl. By Lemma 2, the remaining edges in B,. can be either deleted or 
contracted to obtain a block G" containing the cycle C'. 
Since B~ contains at least two edges of every cycle of  G with length c or c -  1, G" has 
circumference 2r -  2 = 2( r -  1). By induction G" contains r -  1 bonds n'~ n"  B" ~1 '~2 ' ' ' '~  r I 
that cover the edges of G" and such that for i = 1,2 . . . . .  r - 1, the bond B~ ~ meets the 
cycle C ~ in exactly two edges which are opposite edges of C .  Each bond BI ~ can be 
extended to a bond Bi of  G such that Bi AE(C)=B~ ~ NE(C) .  
Since E(G) \E (G ' )=Br ,  BI,B2 . . . . .  B,_I,B,. cover the edges of G, and since any 
pair of opposite edges of C ~ are also opposite edges of C, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  r, the bond 
Bi meets C in exactly two edges which are opposite edges of C. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a 2-connected graph with circumference c and let C 
be a cycle of  G with length c. Let G / and C ~ be the graph and the cycle obtained 
from G and C, respectively, by subdividing every edge e by a vertex w~,. The graph 
G 1 is a 2-connected graph with circumference c I=  2c. 
/ ! 
By Theorem 4, there are c bonds Btl, B 2 . . . . .  B~. of  G ~ that cover the edges of  G ~ and 
such that for i - -  1,2 . . . . .  c, the bond B~ meets the cycle C ~ in exactly two edges which 
are opposite edges in C .  
i = [A~/ X ~l i For i=  1,2 . . . . .  c, let Xi 'C V(G')  be such that B i t , , ,J and let Xi =X i N V(G). 
Let Bi be the edge cut of  G given by the set of edges with one end in Xi and the other 
in X /= V(G)\Xi .  Since B~ is a bond of G', and G' is obtained from G by subdividing 
every edge by a single vertex, B i is a bond of G. 
Let e=uv be an edge of G and let wee V(G')  be such that uwc, w~,vEE(G'). 
Let B~ = [Xi',~' ] be such that uwe E B~. Since B~ is a bond of G' that contains two 
opposite edges of C ,  both sets )~I and X/ contain at least two vertices. Therefore 
B~ cannot contain the edge w~.v which implies e E Bg. Analogously e E B i whenever 
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wevCBj. Since each edge of G' lies in at least one of the bonds BII,B~ 2. . . . .  B~,, each 
edge of G lies in at least two of the bonds B1,B2 . . . . .  Be. [] 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we obtain the following result due to 
Pou-Lin Wu [3]. 
Corollary 5. I f  G is a 2-connected 9raph with circumference c and c' is the size of  
the largest bonds in G, then cc' >~21E(G)t. 
4. Final remarks 
Let G be a 2-connected graph with circumference c = 2r -  1 and let C be a cycle 
of  G with length c. After subdividing one edge of C by a single vertex, we can use 
Theorem 4 to show that G contains r bonds that cover the edges of  G. This, together 
with Theorem 4, implies that the minimum number of  bonds that cover the edges of  
any 2-connected graph with circumference c is at most r½c]. 
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